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THE ROSTER INCLUDES MEMBERS FROM MULTIPLE CSR SPECIAL EMPHASIS PANELS OF THIS IRG:

CHAIRPERSONS
MCMAHON, STEVEN B., BS, MS, PHD
PROFESSOR AND CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107

WEAVER, ALISSA M, BS, MD, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF CELL AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE, TN 37232

MEMBERS
BARBIERI, CHRISTOPHER E, MD, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF UROLOGY
SANDRA AND EDWARD MEYER CANCER CENTER
WEILL CORNELL MEDICAL COLLEGE
NEW YORK, NY 10021

BERNSTEIN, KARA A, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND MOLECULAR GENETICS
HILLMAN CANCER CENTER
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
PITTSBURGH, PA 15213

CHEN, JIANDONG, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF INTERDISCIPLINARY ONCOLOGY
H. LEE MOFFITT CANCER CENTER
TAMPA, FL 33612

CHINNI, SREENIVASA R, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF UROLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND ONCOLOGY
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
DETROIT, MI 48201

DU, HONG, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND LABORATORY MEDICINE
INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202

GIOELI, DANIEL G, PHD, BS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY, IMMUNOLOGY AND CANCER BIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22908

HAGAN, JOHN PATRICK, BS, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSURGERY
MC GOVERN MEDICAL SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER
HOUSTON, TX 77030

HEMLER, MARTIN E, PHD, BS
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
DANA-FARBER CANCER INSTITUTE
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
BOSTON, MA 02115

LANGUINO, LUCIA R., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF CANCER BIOLOGY
SIDNEY KIMMEL CANCER CENTER
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
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LIST, KARIN, MS, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY
BARBARA ANN KARMANOS CANCER INSTITUTE
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
DETROIT, MI 48201

LOGAN, SUSAN K, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF UROLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LANGONE MEDICAL CENTER
NEW YORK, NY 10010

MARKIEWSKI, MACIEJ MICHAL, MD, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF IMMUNOTHERAPEUTICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER
ABILENE, TX 79601

MILLER, TODD W, BS, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
CO-DIRECTOR
PROGRAM IN CANCER BIOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR AND SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
DARTMOUTH GEISEL SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
LEBANON, NH 03755

PASQUALE, ELENA B, PHD
PROFESSOR
CANCER CENTER
SANFORD BURNHAM PREBYS MEDICAL DISCOVERY INSTITUTE
LA JOLLA, CA 92037

PROSSNITZ, ERIC R, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87131

SANT, SHILPA, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND BIOENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219

WANG, HONG-GANG, PHD
LOIS HIGH BERSTLER PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR
PEDIATRIC MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS AND PHARMACOLOGY
PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
HERSHEY, PA 17033

YANG, JING, PHD, BS, MS
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY AND PEDIATRICS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
MOORES CANCER CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA, CA 92093

ZHANG, XIAOTING, BS, MS, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF CANCER AND CELL BIOLOGY
THE VONTZ CENTER FOR MOLECULAR STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
CINCINNATI, OH 45267

ZHANG, YANPING, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIATION ONCOLOGY
LINEBERGER COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA CHAPEL HILL
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514
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RUBINSTEIN, AMY L, PHD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

SASTRY, SARITA KANDULA, PHD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20782

EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANTS
ARRIGHI, HAYLEIGH JORDAN
LEAD EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

PEDDICORD, JENNIFER
LEAD EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT SPECIALIST
THE CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES FOR HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

ROGERS, YVETTE
EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

Consultants are required to absent themselves from the room during the review of any application if their presence would constitute or appear to constitute a conflict of interest.
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